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Session 4 What materials are good to make an explorer’s mode of transport? 

National 
Curriculum 

History: To learn about the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national 

and international achievements; To compare aspects of life, identifying similarities and differences 
between different periods. 

Teaching 
Objectives 

To learn about the modes of transport used by Columbus and Armstrong and compare modes of 
transport across different eras. 

National 
Curriculum 

Science: To identify, name, compare and describe the simple physical properties and suitability of a 

variety of everyday materials, for particular uses. 

Teaching 
Objectives 

To test a variety of materials and suggest possible materials that could be used to make a boat.  

Resources 
Images of ‘ships’ / spot the difference; 
Health and safety cards; Images of boats 
made from diff materials; ‘Transport 
through eras’ images; ‘Boats’ made from 
diff materials/water. 

Weblinks 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znchkmn  - BBC web page about 
Christopher Columbus. 
  

Whole class: You will need an array of ‘boats’ made from different materials (metal roasting tin, plastic container, 

wooden bowl, paper boat, fabric bags, glass jars with lids, ceramic bowl). Print all the images out. Get chn in pairs to play 
‘spot the difference’ between Armstrong’s and Columbus’ vessels, and share findings. Recap that Columbus’s journey took 
over 2 months. Remind chn that he set out over 500 years ago and ask what form of transport he used. Show chn the 
pictures of his ships and ask why he didn’t fly or travel in a much faster ship (not developed yet, but clarify understanding of 
this). Look at Armstrong’s spaceship and ask chn if it (a little under 50 years ago) was the same kind of ship as Columbus’. 
Explain that both explorers faced dangers in their craft due to the design and materials of the craft. In groups give chn the 
H&S cards and get them to identify whose craft (Columbus or Armstrong) the problems might be from. What would 
Columbus’ boat have been made from (mainly wood)? Look at the images of modern boats and spot the materials they are 
made from. Compare features like size, shape and power source (Columbus’ ships were smaller, and powered by the wind). 
Look at the transport from different eras and sort into very old (over 200 years ago), within living memory, and modern – 
match the material to the form of transport and create a class bar chart organised by era to see how the use of materials 
has evolved. Explain that chn will be testing some materials in order to choose one to make a boat for Explorer Bear to 
accompany Columbus on his trip.  

Hard/Medium  
Check chn can identify and name boat materials. Ask chn to 
suggest some useful properties a material needs to make a 
good boat (encourage them to note that it needs to be 
rigid (not bendy), waterproof and be able to float). See if 
chn can suggest some tests to identify materials with these 
properties (e.g. place in a tray of water and see if it floats 
as well as check for signs of water coming through. For 
rigidity chn could see if Explorer Bear can bend it or not). 
Get chn to carry out tests asking them to devise a way of 
recording the results. Ask chn to identify those materials 
they would recommend and those they wouldn’t. Get each 
group to return their findings to Explorer Bear, giving 
reasons. 

Easy  
Help chn to identify and name different boat materials. Help 
chn to come up with properties a material needs to make a 
good boat such as being rigid (not bendy), waterproof and 
able to float - check and consolidate understanding. Help chn 
to come up with possible tests to identify materials with 
these properties (e.g. place in a tray of water and see if it 
floats/check for signs of water coming through. For rigidity 
chn could see if Explorer Bear can bend it or not). Help chn 
carry out tests – get chn to observe the materials and ask 
questions like, ‘does that mean paper is bendy or not bendy?’ 
Help record findings and identify with materials reasons chn 
would or wouldn’t recommend. 

Plenary 
 

Ask chn why they think Columbus’s ship was made of wood, while Armstrong’s was made of metal. Why didn’t 
Columbus use metal (ship building and understanding of metals wasn’t as advanced) or Armstrong use wood 
(flammable, not robust or resistant to radiation). Look back at pictures of different materials used for boats to 
help chn understand that more than one material could be fit for purpose. 

Outcomes 
 

Children will: 

• Know details about the boat Christopher Columbus used in his voyages  

• Be able to identify possible dangers Christopher Columbus faced on his voyages 

• Identify and compare the materials used in expedition transport for different eras  

• Test a range of possible boat materials for specific properties  

• Recommend a suitable material to make a boat for ‘Explorer Bear’  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znchkmn

